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A BSTRACT
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are compute intensive which limits their
application on mobile devices. Their energy is dominated by the number of multiplies needed to perform the convolutions. Winograd’s minimal filtering algorithm (Lavin (2015)) and network pruning (Han et al. (2015)) reduce the operation
count. Unfortunately, these two methods cannot be combined — because applying
the Winograd transform fills in the sparsity in both the weights and the activations.
We propose two modifications to Winograd-based CNNs to enable these methods
to exploit sparsity. First, we prune the weights in the ”Winograd domain” (after
the transform) to exploit static weight sparsity. Second, we move the ReLU operation into the ”Winograd domain” to improve the sparsity of the transformed
activations. On CIFAR-10, our method reduces the number of multiplications in
the VGG-nagadomi model by 10.2× with no loss of accuracy.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are compute-limited. Their energy is dominated by
the number of multiplies needed to perform the convolutions. Winograd’s minimal filtering algorithm (Lavin (2015))(Winograd (1980)) reduces the number of multiplies required by 2.25× to 4×,
depending on the output patch size m. Pruning the model and exploiting the dynamic sparsity of
activations due to ReLU non-linearity also reduces the required computation. (Han et al. (2015)) and
(Han et al. (2016)) have shown that for typical CNNs, weights can be pruned to 30 − 50% density
and after ReLU non-linearity is applied, only 30 − 50% of activations are non-zero. Thus exploiting
sparsity of both weights and activations reduces the number of multiplies by 4 − 11×.
Unfortunately, the Winograd transformation fills in the zeros in both the weights and the activations
(Figure 1a) — eliminating the gain from exploiting sparsity. Thus, on a pruned network, Winograd’s
algorithm actually increases the number of multiplies. The loss of sparsity more than offsets the
reduced operation count from operating in the transform domain.
In this paper, we introduce two modifications to the original Winograd-based convolution algorithm
to eliminate this problem. First, we prune the weights after (rather than before) they are transformed
(Figure 1b). Thus the weights are sparse when the element-wise multiply is performed — reducing
operation count. Second, we move the ReLU operation after the transform (Figure 1c) to also make
the activations sparse at the point where the multiplies are performed. Together, these two transforms
enable the gains of Winograd’s algorithm and of exploiting sparsity to be combined. On the VGGnagadomi network with m = 2, this combined approach gives a 10.2× reduction in operation count.

2

P RUNING W INOGRAD - TRANSFORMED W EIGHTS

Conventional pruning (Han et al. (2015)) zeros weights in the ”spatial domain”, before the Winograd transform. Transforming the sparse kernel fills in the zeros resulting in a dense kernel in the
”transform domain” (Figure 1a). We enable a Winograd transform to be used with sparse weights
by pruning the weights in the transform domain (Figure 1b). We eliminate the spatial-domain kernel
entirely. Our method operates in three phases: dense training, pruning, and retraining.
During the dense training phase, we train a dense 4 × 4 kernel (for m = 2) directly in the transform
domain. The transformed kernel is initialized and trained directly by back-propagation through the
1
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Figure 1: Combining Winograd convolution with sparse weights and activations. (a) Original
Winograd-based convolution proposed by Lavin (2015) fills in the non-zeros in both the weights
and activations. (b) Pruning the 4 × 4 transformed kernel restores sparsity to the weights. (c) Moving the ReLU layer after Winograd transformation also restores sparsity to the activations.
inverse transform — eliminating the need to maintain a kernel in the spatial domain or to transform
a spatial kernel.
During the pruning phase, we prune the transformed kernel by computing the threshold T required
to achieve a desired pruning rate R and setting all weights less than T to zero. In our experiments
we used the same R for all network layers. Because sensitivity varies from layer to layer, we expect
that better performance could be achieved by varying the pruning rate Ri for each layer i.
During retraining, we retrain the model using a ”sparsity mask” to force the weights that were pruned
to remain zero.

3

M OVING R E LU

TO THE

W INOGRAD D OMAIN

In conventional CNNs, the ReLU non-linearity is applied to the output activations of the previous
layer to produce the input activations of the current layer (Figure 1a & b). The ReLU operation
zeros all negative activations resulting in significant sparsity in the spatial input activations. Unfortunately, the Winograd transform fills in this sparsity, resulting in dense transformed activations and
no savings in the number of multiplies.
To give sparse activations in the transformed domain, where the multiplies are performed, we move
the ReLU operation after the Winograd transform (Figure 1c). The ReLU zeros all negative transformed activations, reducing the number of multiplies. Because this ReLU is really associated with
the previous layer, we perform this transformed ReLU starting with layer 2.

4

R ESULTS

We used Tensorflow (Abadi et al. (2016)) and Tensorpack (Wu (2016)) to train VGG-nagadomi
(Nagadomi (2014))(Simonyan & Zisserman (2014)) on the CIFAR-10 dataset (Krizhevsky & Hinton (2009)). We tested pruning on three architectures (Figure 1 (a)(b)(c)) by pruning weights and
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Figure 2: Test accuracy vs density for the three architectures of Figure 1 on VGG-nagadomi.
re-training until accuracy converges. We varied the pruning rate R from 20% to 70%. The first
convolution layer is not included in pruning but is included in re-training.
Figure 2 shows accuracy as a function of density for the three architectures of Figure 1. The network
of Figure 1c (which moves pruning and ReLU to the transform domain) can be pruned to 40%
density without significant (> 0.1%) loss of accuracy. The conventional network of Figure 1a can
only be pruned to 60% density before accuracy falls.
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Figure 3: Activation density of convolution layers of VGG-nagadomi. Whiskers show one standard
deviation above and below the mean.
Figure 3 shows the activation density for each network layer for the architectures of Figure 1a and
1c. Moving ReLU into the Winograd domain is effective in achieving activation sparsity with an
overall activation density of 41.1% compared to 36.9% density for the spatial activations.
The original VGG-nagadomi network (no pruning, no Winograd) requires 2.3 × 108 multiplies
per forward pass. Pruning this network and exploiting sparse activations reduces this by 4.6× to
5.0 × 107 . Using the Winograd transformation (Figure 1a) requires 1.1 × 108 multiplies, a reduction
of 2.2× compared to the original network, but an increase of 2.1× compared to the pruned network.
Moving pruning and ReLU into the Winograd domain requires 2.3 × 107 multiplies. It combines the
2.2× savings from Winograd with the 4.6× savings from sparsity to give a net reduction of 10.2×
compared to the original network.

5

C ONCLUSION

We have shown that we can combine the ≈ 5× computation savings of sparse weights and activations with the 2−4× savings of the Winograd transform by making two modifcations to conventional
CNNs. To make the weights sparse at the point of multiplication, we train and prune the weights
in the transform domain. We move the ReLU non-linear operation after the Winograd transform to
make the activations sparse at the point of multiplication. The net result is a 10.2× reduction in
computation for a 2 × 2 output patch (m = 2) with no loss of accuracy.
We expect that even greater savings on computation can be realized by using larger patch sizes (e.g.,
m = 4) and by using different pruning rates Ri for each network layer. To determine the scope of
these techniques, they need to be evaluated on larger networks and data sets and on networks with
residual bypassing layers (He et al. (2016)).
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